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Chapter 131: Farewell (18+) 

"Oh? So, what was the result?" Minos asked in curiosity. 

The butler then began to report the findings of the soldiers who had infiltrated that place. "Well, to start 

with, we found out about the family that has sovereignty over that place." 

"This is the Stokes family, a noble force in the Cromwell Kingdom. But it is not as prominent in that 

realm as the big families there. To make a simple comparison, the average power of this group must be 

equivalent to that of the Gill family, of our Brown Kingdom." 

Dillian paused for a moment, drank some tea, and continued to speak. "From what we have discovered, 

this family also has another region under its domain, which is on the northern coast of the Cromwell 

Kingdom, which is where their headquarters are. As for the City of Waters, this place is managed by the 

subordinates of the Stokes family." 

"Hmm, I see... So, this must be a force with some Spiritual Kings. It seems that we cannot act openly this 

time..." Minos said, massaging his face in a thoughtful expression. 

Dillian then smiled and spoke his plan. "But I think we can still get something out of this place. Noble 

families only care about the amount of crystals that it can take from its domains, so I think that if we pay 

some amount to that family, we can get the unemployed population out of that place." 

The butler had already been thinking about this issue for several days and concluded that this problem 

could be resolved with spiritual crystals and not battles! 

After all, they were still far from being able to fight families with Spiritual Kings! 

Thus, considering what the soldiers had reported, Dillian had thought of a way to reach an agreement 

with that place. He knew that the people of that place had to pay an annual tax of 10 low-grade spiritual 

crystals per person. 

But the unemployed population, in addition to paying this tax, did not generate any other income for 

the City of Waters. 

That being the case, Dillian believed that if the Black Plain paid a certain amount for every unoccupied 

person who left that city, then the sovereign family there could gladly accept it! 

"Oh? This really seems like a good idea... This is good, let's leave it that way for now, and when our 

workforce is closer to not supply our demand, then I will take a trip to that place to deal with it." 

After saying this, Minos said goodbye to Dillian and went to his room, together with the beautiful Ruth. 

They had just arrived in Dry City, so they both needed to rest for a while. 

They still needed to sleep and eat regularly, as their levels were still very low. Only after reaching level 

50, these needs would start to diminish more and more. 



This was also related to the amount of spiritual energy in their bodies. From that level, cultivators had to 

start using medium-grade crystals for cultivation, as there was a big difference in spiritual energy 

between Spiritual Kings and Spiritual Generals. 

As a result, the amount of energy from low-grade crystals would no longer be sufficient for cultivation. 

There would be a need for the use of higher-grade crystals. 

As for only the fleshy body of the cultivators, without the use of spiritual cultivation, in this stage, they 

would already be as strong as people with cultivation in the 5th stage! 

For this reason, cultivators were finally able to sleep less and even go longer without eating. Of course, 

most people continued to eat and sleep regularly, as these were activities enjoyed by most people. 

However, the need to do this was no longer so great, even after long trips like the one Ruth and Minos 

had made. 

Soon, the two took a long hot shower and went to sleep together. 

... 

After spending a few hours sleeping, the two youths had woken up and were hugging each other right 

now. 

Despite being covered by a large blanket, Ruth was wearing only her underwear, while Minos wore only 

short shorts. 

When they woke up, the two kissed for a while until Minos finally asked. "How many days will you be 

here?" 

"I think I'll be leaving the day after tomorrow. Otherwise, I won't be able to arrive within the deadline 

given by the sect..." She said in a low voice as she followed her lips to Minos' ear. 

Hearing this and feeling what the young woman was beginning to do, Minos smiled and said. "Well, 

then, we can't waste that remaining time..." 

After that, they started playing with each other while they kissed and touched each other's sensitive 

parts. 

Minos soon threw the blanket that was covering their bodies away while enjoying the beautiful body of 

the young woman. She was definitely perfect, with a slim waist, big butt, and full breasts. 

The two kissed while one took off the remaining pieces of clothing that the other wore, occasionally 

playing with each other's sensitive points. 

And quickly Ruth's pink slit was exposed, already wet and glistening with her love liquids. Minos then 

slowly turned his young companion, placing her little sister right in front of his face while his rod was left 

for Ruth. 

"Ahh ~" 



Soon after that, Ruth began to moan sensuously, feeling involuntary spasms all over her body. Minos 

already knew exactly what to do to make the girl's body in the best conditions, making it even more 

sensitive and hot. Even when he had just started kissing her hole, Ruth could barely hold her voice. 

And while she felt the heavenly pleasure given by Minos' tongue and fingers, Ruth did not stand still and 

soon began to do a fine job of mouthing to the young man's stick. 

Slurp! 

Slurp! 

The characteristic sounds were heard when Ruth began to swallow Minos's rod ravenously, placing 

almost half of the young Stuart's member in her mouth. And even though she didn't get to the bottom 

of it, her mate's stick was gradually going deeper and deeper into her throat. 

"Mmmm ~" 

At the same time, while she was joyfully sucking the stick of Minos, Ruth massaged the balls of her 

companion while feeling, at the same time, her body heating up. 

They were getting better and better at pleasing each other, to the point that after just a few minutes, 

the two had already reached their orgasms. 

Squirt! 

"Ahn ~" 

The juices of Ruth's love were poured into Minos's face, while at the same time, the young girl 

swallowed every drop released by the young Stuart's stick. 

After tasting each other's flavor, it didn't take long, and the two began to have sex like animals, while 

various sounds were emitted from this place. 

Pah! Pah! 

"Mmmm ~ Faster ~" 

Sounds of flesh sounded in the room while Minos' rod pierced Ruth's cave repeatedly and the fluids of 

the two streaked, spying on their still-connected bodies. 

Ruth's excited little sister could no longer hold on for a long time and soon began to contract further, 

massaging her partner's limb and releasing more lubricating fluids. 

She wished for more, even if she had already had multiple orgasms. That was the feeling that Ruth could 

go a long time without having... So, her little sister seemed even more sensitive today. 

Pah! Pah! 

Minos then placed the sensual young woman leaning against one of the walls of this room, holding her 

breasts with one hand and massaging the pink pearl in the middle of the young woman's legs. 

While doing this, he pushed his rod into Ruth's naughty hole, making the young woman moan in ever-

higher tones while her hard nipples rose and fell. 



"Ahh ~ If you do it like this ~ I won't be able to hold myself ~" She said as she breathed fast, feeling the 

pleasures of the flesh as much as she could. 

"Ohh ~" 

Time passed, and soon the night was moving away from the horizon when the two youths were still 

having wild sex with each other. 

The two looked like two animals in heat, who could barely stand close to each other. 

The pungent smell of fluids permeated the young Stuart's room while the two slowly slowed down their 

'activity.' They were utterly sweaty as if they had stayed in a sauna while breathing quickly due to the 

great exhaustion of doing this for so long in a row. 

Their bodies had several red marks, and their fluids could still be seen in each other's private parts when 

the two began to fall asleep. 

After a wild sex session, it was really nice to take a nap... 

... 

Anyway, two days passed in the blink of an eye, and after spending most of the time in the room, it was 

finally time for Ruth to return to her sect in the Flaming Empire. 

She had left the Dry City as soon as the day had cleared, after saying goodbye to Minos with several 

hours of carnal pleasure. 

After that, she quickly followed the path back to her sect with her great eagle. 

 


